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These are the number of samples and 
loads completed by the company. 

New population target

Orignial TM 262 targets

Haul Targets

Overall targets needed to achieve 
government standards. 

Comments

These numbers are for the CO. to achieve their 
goal based on the number of loads and samples 

left to obtain the population goal.

Coefficient of 
Variation % Samples

Population Goal

CO. Requirements

Achieved

Amended

Initial TM 262 

NETSCALES:
correspond 
netscale value 
with species 
using the 
number in 
brackets

RATIO:

(11)

Loads

(12)

SPECIES / CONDITION / PRODUCT DESIGNATION:  Codes must be consistent on TM262, TM32, TM44 and TM7

Complete this section only for populations using fixed conversions, otherwise proceed to SPECIES/…section
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PROCESSING: TL CTL

Stockpile Bush

Revised Scaling 
Population

TM 262R (Rev. 05/16)

MILL NUMBER:

MILL NAME:

FOREST MANAGEMENT BRANCH

HAULING METHOD:

UTILIZATION STANDARD (butt/top):

Sample Intensity 
%

COMMENTS

SalvagePrivate LandLIST DISPOSITIONS FOR THIS POPULATION OR CHOOSE:

COMPANY Agriculture & Forestry
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